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SUFFIX creates and manages BUSINESS TECHNOLOGY that is custom-built for
your brand and company identity. Whether developing your next mobile or
web-based app, reinventing your website, or creating branded virtual
experiences, SUFFIX will help you become part of the digital revolution and
enhance your potential reach and user-experience.
Based in Jeddah, Saudi Arabia, our dedicated team is with you every step of the
way. From initial concept all the way to final product and service management,
we ensure that your goals are met and your expectations are exceeded.
A member of < SilkDeer Entertainment >, SUFFIX was established to answer the
growing need for digital solutions in the Saudi market and beyond. We pride
ourselves in our regional and international affiliations and we have built an
expansive network of loyal partners crossing various creative and technical
disciplines.
At SUFFIX, we empower you to think BIG, think FORWARD and think DIGITAL.
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We create dynamic, responsive websites for your
brand and visual identity. With a fully customizable
back-end, our websites can be easily tailored to your
changing needs.
Customizable web portals, integrated with a
managed cloud-hosting service, our web apps are
built-in with smart modules that allow for seamless
data migration, integration and online/offline
bridging.

Web Development
Websites

Our exciting native mobile applications are available
for multiple mobile platforms and equipped with [an]
advanced backend for efficient online/offline
integration and synchronization.

Web Apps

From consultancy to implementation, our Enterprise
Resource Planning (ERP) caters to all business sectors
and is based on international best practices with
multiple modules for maximum efficiency.

Software Development

Whether you’re a startup or a large enterprise, Suffix
software development fits all your needs and
includes data modeling, integration and multi-tier
development.
We operate with our own top-of-the-line hardware
and platforms that include various sensors enabling
us to provide a high level of customization for all
businesses, small or large.
From solution architecture to software development
to hardware implementation, Suffix RFID is a
-360degree solution for all sectors and industries.
Transform marketing campaigns into life-like,
interactive content with real-world 2D/3D
animations, images, movies, sound or music.
Achieve all your marketing objectives with addictive
games that can be designed to combine product
placement, behavioral targeting, and viral marketing
while forging ongoing relationships between your
brand and clients.
Generate creative and playful ways to bring
informational content to customers through
gesture-controlled apps and sensor-embedded apps.

Mobile Apps

Mainstream Applications
Not only do we build your website and
mobile apps according to current
international standards; we provide a
differentiating edge with our creative
designs and modern, user-friendly
functionality.

ERP
Custom Software Apps

BUSINESS
TECHNOLOGY

Tracking Systems
Fleet Management
RFID
Digital Media
Augmented Reality
Gamification
Interactive Assets

Customized Solutions
We can create unique solutions
specifically built for any of your business
needs. If you can imagine it, we can
build it from scratch. Using hardware
and software that is completely
customizable, we can even construct a
hybrid body of several different
components.
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THREE WISE DONKEYS

> Custom Software App
Add to cart

Client Request:
To develop a multi-functional
custom software app for fitting
and choosing garments, an
interactive website with several
features and a fully customizable
ERP
Solutions:
Linked to the website and
completely easy-to-use, our
custom software app enhanced
sales by making it possible for
customers to fit and choose the
correct size of the garments they
were ready to purchase
Technology:
- PHP/HTML 5 portal
- Responsive GUI
- Content management system
- E-commerce platform
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Al Hodhod

hodhod
www.alhodhod.com

> Customized Online
Search Engine
Client Request:
A solution to consolidate all
tourism online engines with the
ability to manually add any
non-systemized properties and
services
Solution:
An online engine with an
advanced integration module that
connects to any standard existing
search engine that is linked to an
E-commerce platform
Technologies:
- PHP/HTML 5 portal
- Responsive GUI
- CMS - Integration engine
- E-commerce platform
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SELA RFID

> Custom Software App
Client Request:
To develop an application that
manages football events and
allows different types of fans to be
monitored during attending
games.
Solutions:
The application is used through a
PDA (handheld) that scans the
membership ID using RFID
technology thus detecting the
member info and checking if they
are allowed to watch the game or
not through performing online
data synchronization to detect
fans who already attended the
event , in addition to seating and
subscription module.
The admin is also given the ability
to assign employees to events.
Technology:
- PHP/HTML 5 portal
- RFID
- Phone gap
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Abbar Food

ABBAR
www.abbarfoods.com

> Responsive Website
Client Request:
To showcase all products and
brands with an interactive and
competitive approach
Solution:
A descriptive, yet exciting website
that lists all their products and
services and includes a content
management system in order to
update their ever-changing data
with the utmost efficiency
Technology:
-PHP/HTML 5 portal
-Responsive GUI
-Content management system
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EMAAR

> Internal Web Application
Client Request:
To build a self-service Kiosk in
their showroom for clients to
check their products and services
(towers, hotels, villas, cities etc..)
that they have.
Solutions:
The self service application shows
3 main projects and each project
has internal subprojects with
videos, galleries, map and sales
center to explore.
It give the ability for clients to
interact with the sales department
regarding and inquiry.
Technology:
- PHP/HTML 5 portal
- Responsive on tablet
- Content management system

Interactive
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GARDENIA

GARDENIA
www.gardeniaonline.com

> E-commerce platform
+ Responsive Development
Client Request:
An E-commerce platform to
maximize sales and reach
Solution:
An intuitive E-commerce platform
that provides visitors access to
information on a wide variety of
products, an integrated shopping
cart system and delivery services
(through a shipping module)
Technology:
- PHP/HTML 5 portal
- Responsive GUI
- Content management system
- E-commerce platform
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THREE WISE DONKEYS

RESET

> Virtual Reality App
Client Request:
To develop an application where
clients at the shop can virtually
simulate garments.
Solutions:
The app uses KINECT sensor to
scan the physical body size of the
person, and displays garment cuts,
colors, and artwork that the client
can choose to put it on the
garment.
The app allows the client to
choose his combination and try it
virtually.
Technology:
- Kinect SDK 2.0
- Unity 3D
- C#
- Shroud cloth simulation engine
- Auto Desk Maya for rigging and
skinning
- PHP

Choose a color
Colors

BACK

Garment Cuts
UNISEX
MALE
FEMALE
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QUADRON- THREE WISE DONKEYS

> Platform - Location
Intelligence
Client Request:
To trace traffic flow and find out
how people are moving through
the store. As well as to study
customer behaviour.
To find out how each department
is performing and how well it is
engaging the shoppers and devise
marketing and operational
strategies to increase
engagement.
Solutions:
The Quadron solution provides a
full tracking and analytics of
customers inside the store.
The store can target the identified
customer based on behavior
inside the store.
Quadron Analytics allows you to
better understand your visitors
and engage them on a personal
level in order to create loyal more
loyal customers and drive sales.
Technology:
- Quadron Wifi Sensors
- PHP / HTML 5
- C#

> Wall Mounted Enclosure

> Sensor
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> Application
Client Request:
To create an app that allows
people to share their moments at
FAW’s showroom.
Solutions:
Linked to social media pages, we
created an application that allows
users to take a snapshot as
photobooth, and share it on FAW’s
Facebook page.
The application also allows users
to enter their data which will be
saved in an online database.
Technology:
- Unity and C#
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PIVIART AUGMENTED REALITY

> Application
Client Request:
To create promotional item for
Piviart loyal and future potential
clients.
Solutions:
Using an Augumented Reality
applicaiton, a mobile phone's
camera identifies and interprets a
marker.
The software analyses the marker
and creates a virtual content
overlay on the mobile phone's
screen, tied to the position of the
camera. This means the app works
with the camera to interpret the
angles and distance the mobile
phone is away from the marker.
Technology:
- Vuforia SDK.
- Unity3D .
- C# .
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GULF TALEED

> Custom Software App
Client Request:
To create 2 applications, one for
the cashiers at stores around KSA
and the other for the clients side
who visit the stores, to show them
Philipe Morris’s products in a
unique way.
Solutions:
The application give statistics on
how many items were sold in each
store, and generates reports that
specifies the regions the product
was highly sold in.
Philipe Morris uses two apparatus:
1- Client side apparatus (shows
info on scanned items)
2- Cashier side apparatus (counts
how many items are scanned and
syncronize database online.
Technology:
- PHP/HTML 5 portal
- Phone gap
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DHL TRACKING SYSTEM

> Tracking System
Client Request:
To find a solution to track DHL
fleet. To be able to communicate
with drivers, and planning the trip
destination track.
Solution:
DHL tracking system will be able
to track, reports and send driver
information to the following
devices: PC or IOS/ Android. The
DHL application will also be able
to track fuel
consumption. It will save the last
position when the GPS device was
active, with restoring all the extra
information.
Technology:
-C#
-Java
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UCS FREIGHT ERP

FREIGHT ERP
www.freighterp.com

> Freight ERP
Client Request:
Develope a system to monitor and
manage air and sea freight
shipments.
Solution:
The ERP solution we provided
allows UCS to easily manage the
shipment details from the
moment the client is placing the
order, to when the shipment is
sent and delivered by the receiver,
with the ability to monitor the
shipment and enter billing
information.
Technology:
- iBatis
- Spring
- Struts
- HTML5.
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ABOAB ERP

ABOAB ERP
www.aboaberp.com

> Aboab ERP
Client Request:
Retail solution to manage the
work inside and between branches
and factory.
Solution:
An ERP solution customized for
Retail, with ability to manage the
production process and link it to
the Retail/Wholesale branches,
Manage the Retail/Wholesale
branches and provide POS system.
Technology:
- iBatis
- Spring
- Struts
- HTML5.
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SUFFIX
www.suffix.it
Suffix - Nahdat Al Nasr St. - Jeddah
6709-6753 Nahdat An Nasr
Jeddah
21.554913, 39.157315
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